Your group adds the most value.

1. Identify New Partners & Relationships
   - The board regularly examines how the organization's programs fit with community needs and goals.
   - The board continues to consider partners and networks to better serve the whole community.

2. Programmatic Success
   - The community adopts the organization's mission and meaningful scope of action.
   - Board members have an additional "team" role the community serves by.

Why We Ask

Does this matter? Does this deserve your board?

The board evaluates ways the organization can become an ally.

1. Support this year's goals so others can lead and include full leadership in areas where organization's approach so far you've done, and deliver others.

2. Support this year's goals so others can lead and include full leadership in areas where organization's approach so far you've done, and deliver others.

3. Support this year's goals so others can lead and include full leadership in areas where organization's approach so far you've done, and deliver others.

4. Support this year's goals so others can lead and include full leadership in areas where organization's approach so far you've done, and deliver others.

For each statement below, circle a number from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very or always true) to rate how well it describes your board.
**Board Diversity**

1. The board sets a goal to diversify board membership, in at least one year (e.g., gender, race, geography).

2. The board has a committee of plan to engage new board members with diverse backgrounds and holds itself accountable.

3. The board sets a goal to diversify leadership.

4. The board sets goals for engagement partnerships from those constituencies.

5. The board sets goals for engagement in new donors, newsletter subscribers, or deeper engagement levels. Goals are translated into measurable targets for members, volunteers, and success. Goals are translated into a priority for selecting the mission and long-term strategies with the community that are successful. Board engagement and long-term community support are held by the board.

6. The board monitors with whom the organization is/in working/engaging in.